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Subj:• Addendum to Experimental living Unit Evaluation Report 01-59, 
"An Evaluation of an Exhaust Muffler for Open Circuit Scuba developed 
by the U.S. Navy Mine Defanse Laboratory". 

1. Subsequent to completion and approval of the subject report, a report of 
additional field trials of  the Mine Defense Laboratory Muffler by EODTC at 
NOLTF, Ft. Lauderdale was received.    Since the results of these trials have a 
bearing on the subject report, pertinent excerpts from the report along with 
amplifying remarks from an interview with the cognizant officer supervising 
the trials are recorded here »H »n addendum to the basic report. 

2. Excerpts from EODTC Confidential report 017 T & E dated 15 September 1958, 
"Surnmary of the second preliminary test conducted at NOLTF,  Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida on the acoustic measurements of diving equipment and disarmin'; pro- 
cedures for a disposal man in attempting to render safe acoustic sea nines'' 
follow (exterpts from the first test are included as Appendix D of Evaluation 
Report 01-59): 

"4.    The following scuba equipment was used on the monitored hydrophones and 
acoustic mine tests. 

a. Northill Air-Lung and regulator 

b. Scott Hydro-Pac Model No.  8490 

c. Aqua-Lung with exhaust muffler developed by Mine Defense Laborf-tow 

d. British Clearance Divers Breathing Apparatus   (CUBA).    One set with 
standard relief valve.    One with special relief valve developed by EI5U. 

e. Aqua-Lung  (U.S.  Navy standard non-magnetic 3000 psi bottles) 

"6.    Because the Aqua-Lung with muffler is   a new development for mine 
clearance diving,  some of the phynlological problems exp«>rifnc*;d while on 
these tests are herein noted. 

a. Anytime a diver gets behind In breathing, he will experience 
difficvilty unless he exhausts out the side of his mouth by-passing cae 
mouthpiece. 

b. Most: divers will exhaust around rlt rnouthpiece rather r.'.isn ?■;<',>• 
tbfi additional (J'fort   rcqulieu  U: c.-.haust throufjli the 'uuffler,   Lhu-- 
defeating the p'irptjss of   the muffler. 



c. Once  the rufller filln v.'ith v;ater,  say through a faulty regulator, 
It is very difficult  to clear. 

d. A total of  tventy-nine   (25)  diver- were  ir.3.cu: vhile  using the muffler 
und on two occasions,  divers were forctd to surface after experiencing 
one or nore of those conditions as noted above. 

"8.    Conclusions: 

d.    The Aqua-Lung Muffler is a definite ic.provement over the regular 
Aqua-Lung without  the muffler, but mechanical and physiological features, 
as noted in paragraph six, must be corrected for the diver's safety." 

3.     Elaborating co:ments from a discussion between LTJG R.   C.  KEWER, USNR, who 
was  in charge of subject tests,  and the Project Officer, EDU,  follows: 

(a) Most of the dives involved were to a depth of 40 ft., at which level 
the mines were located.     Some dives were to the bottom (80  ft.)  to check 
hydrophones and tools. 

(b) Work involved vas  considered "moderate-to-heavy".     Subjects were 
placed in water at a descending line near the mine's  location and they then 
vigorously pulled themselves down  (hand-over-hand) while kicking.    It was 
then usually necessary  to swim about looklnr; ior tae mine.     The current was 
less than a knot   (estimated) but there was a heavy bottom wash ruiking it 
necessary to hang on to  the mine to work. 

(c) Thei'e were no dramatic symptoms of CO» buildup experienced.    During the 
initial dives,   there were  3 or A complaints of slight headache attributed at the 
time  to the    strain involved  in exhaling against the higher resistauco.     iii^i-e 
headaches were of about  30 minutes in duration.    These complalntK stopped with 
more experience on the part of  the subjects   (11 subjects  involved), buf  it  is 
questionable whether this was because of acclimatization   to  the  incrc^od 
resistance or '..'hethen   the neu bej;aii  to  partially  exhale  out   the side of   the 
mouthpiece  to avoid  the  back prcjßure.     The. latter condition  is held  to be  tin- 
case by LTJG KEMPER and most  subjects. 

(d) Of the two dives which are reported in  "6(d)" above as having been 
terminated, both were  to ^0  ft.   only.    One of  the dives was by LTJG KLMTER durir.f 
which there was difficulty  In  finding the mine  and vigorous  swimming was  required, 
He noticed onset of  a headache,  suspected C0„ buildup  and  surfaced.    The headache 
lasted about 30 minutes. 

(e) The other terminated dive was as a result of a flooded exhalation tube 
and  the  iunlnllty  to cicur  it   through the ir,i:ffler,     A faulty  regulator vas 
suspected. 

A.     The  rf':ultP  of  this   field   trial nrc con-'-ide; • d  to   further confirm fie  'r'v'r.; 
results report ed  in  F.valu.'..rion  T?.t.;)ort  O'i-'J'J ami  io  substantiate  the r "o.n.i;,; :• k i .'J 

i 
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It is further oorr;c; out that the muffler should onlv be usad for ll^ht vofr 
and that subjects should be on guard for CO,, buildup.  The need of a levr.r 
resistance evice is evident; however, short of this, it is reenrhasized that 
a means is needed whereby the swiimner could cut-out the muffler during the 
vigorous approach period and cut it in when near or working on a nine. 

5.  Though not previously considered for the muffler, the case of the flooded 
exhaust tube and inability to clear through the KEL-F material points up the 
possible need of a water dump capability in the muffler barrel similar to that 
in the AiResearch Corp. noise suppressor's dash pot. 

W. F. SEARLE, Jr. G. H. Mahoney 
LCDR, USN CDR, USN 
Project Officer Officer in Charge 
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ABSTRACT 

Three commercially available, Swiss made,  submersible wrist watches, 
Rolex, Blancpain and Snicar, are comparatively evaluated and in turn are 
compared with the still-under-developmant standard USX watch (Bulova). 
Specific features of the Swiss watches (strap and second hand) are 
recommended for inclusion in the USN watch. The Rolex watch is found to 
be not sufficiently waterproof, bearing out reports from the field and is 
recommended for deletion from the Navy's approved list. The very cheap, 
but without rotatable ring, Enicar watch is found to be satisfactory, 
again bearing out reports from the field, and its inclusion on the approved 
list is rccoTumended. 
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SniMARY 

PROBLEM 

Make a comparative evaluation of three commercially available,  Swiss 
made, submersible wrist watches and to further compare them to  the previously 
evaluated standard U.S. Navy submersible wrist watch. 

FINDINGS 

Of the two commercial watches  currently listed in BuShips Notice 10510.3 
of A December 1957 as acceptable,   the Rolex is not watertight,   its rotatable 
ring is unsatisfactory and its expensive expandable strap is definitely not 
desired.    The Blancpain watch is cheaper and in al]  respects preferred. 

A third watch, the Enicar, without a rotatable ring, and much cheaper, 
was  found to be satisfactory except for a shiny case   (as also on the Rolex). 

The single band, nylon strap with conventional buckle as furnished on 
the Blancpain and as previously recommended for the standard USN watch was 
found to be superior. 

The wider second hand as on  the Enicar and as previously recommended for 
the standard USN watch was found  to be superior. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended that: 

(a) The Rolex be deleted  from the above BuShips Notice. 

(b) That the Enicar be added to the BuShips Notice and  that steps 
be taken  to have it  supplied in a dull case. 

(c) That the BuShlpr. Notice be modified to Indicate watches with 
and without rotatable rings and with and without  shiny cases. 

(d) That the Blancpaln-type strap be adopted on the USN standard watch, 

(c) That the Enicar-type of wider second hand be adopted on the USN 
standard watch. 

-ill- 



A'YM-n r.RtVlTv'E  IMiOR-VAIIOM 

Uureau of Ehip^ ccntract  specificHtlcn,  ^Kl^S-W-^lSl of 5 December 1935 
euticled  'Wrist ;.;acch,  3ub::ersibie", has  been Issued  to cover  the developr.Ent 
and  testing of wrist watches   for use by vndervater sviaffi-ers and divers. 
The.   Rulo^a C::'rp.  has,   uudar SuShip.s  ccncracc, been  active  in  the developner.c 
of a vaüch to r?:t this spacification and preprodur.tion sair-ples have been 
tested at the Experirrental Divinp Unit on three occasions as reported in EDU 
Evaluation Reports 5-53 and 7-58. 

Pending the development and acceptance of a satisfactory U.S. Navy 
Submersible Wrist ''atch under the  above contract, Bureau of Ships Notice 
10510.3 of A December 1957 authori.-od fleet activities  to purchase either 
the Rolex or the Rlancpain watches   for interim use.    In view of  this interim 
authorization, a sample of each of  the two models was purchased on the open 
market and tested in a manner similar to the Bulova watch  to Investigate 
conformance to the contract specification.    Unofficial correspondence from 
fleet activities Indicated that several ENTCAI "Seapearl 600" Submersible 
Wrist Watches were being uaed with  good results and so a sample of this watch 
was  also purchased on  the open market and  evaluated. 

Work at the Experimental Divine; Unit was performed ander  the continuing 
project KS186-200,  Subtask 4,  Test  A3 entitled ''.uscellaneoiis  Swimaiar's 
Auxiliary Equpiront."    Charges  incurred were lodged against allotment 
16102/58.     All t.atches were procure-d through open purchase on a proprietory 
basis. 

Magnetic signature testing, shock testing and accuracy chocks  (other than 
rubjectivo)  as  called  for  in  the specification h^ve not been carried out by 
the Experimental Diving Unit,  and will, If required,  he performed elsewhere 
at the direction of the i5ureau of Ships. 

C.  M.  Prickett, G;i.l(DV),  Uf>:l was deslgr.ared as Project Engineer and 
LCDR W.   F.   SearJe,  Jr.,  U;'JN as  Project Officer.     Runs on the Rolex and 
FtlontpfJa '.'c.tcli.vs ;vi\   perrortzed during tht period 17 March to 22 April. 
Runs on  the Enicar v.'.-jirh, which was   purchased later, \>ere perlonaed between 
20 May and 8 July. 

The following breakdown indicates the manpower expended on  thid project: 

DESCRIPTION MANHOURS 

Depth Runs  (char.ber) 
Subjectl've v/orking dives 
II, „f.norilty te.' cs 
Rivvr runr. 
Report  pi\'p;;i ntion 
Cler.1 cal srvvl t ''B 

10 
58 

8 
8 

10 
10 

JU. 104 
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The three vetches tested b-ive be^a retained at the ."xperimeucal Diving 
Unit and are being used on a day to day basis. If the Bureau of Ships 
desires additional testing (magnetic, shock, accuracy, etc.) they are 
available for shipment as directed. 

This report is issued in the evaluation report series and is distributed 
only by the Bureau of Ships. The information concerning a specific brand 
of watch is Confidential in nature and under no circumstance should it be 
revealed except by the Bureau of Ships. 

-v-
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1.     OBJECT 

1.1 Objectives 

1.3..1 The object of this project has bee^. to evaluate or>eu-purchase sauples 
of three co-^ercial submersible wrist vat.cius to doternine their conforrr.anca 
to BuShips Contiact Specification SHX7S-W-2181, of 5 December 1955. 

1.2 Scope 

1.2.1 This report covers those tests in the specification concerning water- 
tightness at depth ar.d luiiinosity. General subjective testing is also in- 
cluded. Tests of the time-keeping accuracy, the magnetic signature and shock 
resistance have not been performed. 

1.2.2 Though not covered by the specification, a test has also been included 
of the tendency of  the outer, rotatable ring to clog and become inoperable 
when working in sand or silt. 

1.3 EackgrounJ 

1.3.1 Pending, develcnnent of a standard U.S. Navy Submersible Wrist Patch, 
the Rolex and Blancpain watches have been authorized for interli use. 
Several diving activities report using also the Enlccr watch. The Standard 
USN watch is being developed by the Bulova Corp. and preproduction samples 
have been evaluated by EDU and reported on on two previous occasions as 
follows: 

Evrluatlou Report 5-58; Bulova Wrist Watch Submersible: 10 March 1958. 

Evaluatiun Report 7-58; Bulova Wrist Watch, Submersible (II): 7 >U y 1558. 

2. DESCHTPTICM 

2.1 Waters 

2.1.1 A general description of the three watches tested follows; 

2.1.2 Rolex 

a. Mr.Mufacturer:      The Rolex Watch Co.. Ltd., Geneva, Switzerland 

b. Distributor:       American Rolex Watch Corp., 580 Fifth Ave., New 
York 36, New York. 

c. Price: $90.Cü (incluo; ;-; ..: p: ndable strap) 

Ci.    Idir.'tllicati.on:     "Subn.Tincr, ^dul Giu.C" 

":■•■:; v ■■ ü'.U i:" 

e.  Serial: Watch 1*3072/1 



. '.-'eight 
(excluding strap) ; Dry 2.25 oz. 

Subnargcd 1.75 oz. 

g.    Size: 

h.    Face: 

1.    Bezel ring: 

Case 1 13/16 x 1 1/2  inches 
9/16 inches thick 

lace. 1 3/16 inches dimeter 

Blcck background;  luminous hour and minute 
markings; no numerals except on rotatable bezel 
ring; sweep second hand. 

Knurled, tapered bezel ring with numerals each 
10 minute mark. 

J. Moisture 
Indicator: 

k. Stem arrangement: 

1. Strap; 

m. Manufacturer's 
Instructions: 

2.1.3 Blancpain 

a. Manufacturer: 

b. Distributor: 

c. Price: 

d. Identification: 

None 
Conventional location; seals by screwing cap in 
against spring and seal. 

Heavy, stainless steel,  expandable closed strap 
with folding,  snap-type  catch. 

"Every year  to 18 months  take your watch to an 
official Rolcx servicing agent for oiling and 
cleaning, and if it is an Oyster,  a waterproof check." 

"Your Rolex Oyster is equipped with the. new patt-nted 
Rolex Twinlock crown.    Normal wearing nosition of 
this  croua should be  the  locked position—it ray 
be opened, however,  for winding or setting. 
Although your Oyster remains waterproof  regardless 
of the position of  thr crown,  it is recortrnended 
that the crown be screwed firmly into locked 
position when watch is worn." 

Swiss movement.  Specific manufacturer not identified. 

Allen V. Tornek Co.,  75 West 45th St., New York, 
36, New York. 

$55.50 

"Blancpain Fifty Fathoms" 
"Automatic" 
"MILSPEC I" 

-2- 



Serial; Watch ^1595 

f. Weight 
(excluding strap) 

g. Size: 

h.    Face: 

1.    Bezel ring: 

j.    Moisture; 

j.    Stem arrangement; 

1.    Strap; 

m.    Manufacturer's 
Instructions: 

2.1.4 Enicar 

a. Manufacturer; 

b. Distributor: 

c. Price: 

d. Identification: 

e. Serial: 

f. WeiRht 
(including strap) : 

p.    Size: 

h. Face: 

Dry 2.5 oz. 
Suhncrged      2.0 oz. 

Case 2x15/8 inches 
1/2 inch  thich 

Face 1 1/8 inches diameter 

Black background; luminous hour and minute 
markings; no numerals except on rctatable bezel 
ring; sweep second hand. 

Knurled flat bezellring with numerals at 15, 
30 and 45. 

Circular, conventional blue-pink moisture 
Indicator at six o'clock. 

Conventional location,  very small knob,  pull out 
to set, no sealing cap,  self vlnding watch. 

Nylon strap nine inches  long sliding across back 
of  case and under strap  pins;   conventional buckle, 

An instruction t,heet spc.rifically for the vatc'i 
purchased was furnished by the distributor acul  is 
included in  this report as Appendix A. 

Enicar Watch Factory, Lengnau,  Switzerland 

Enicar Watch Corp.,  681  Fifth Avenue, Nr'-' York 

$25.00 

"Enicar Ultrasonic" 

Watch ^98243 

Dry 
Submerged 

1.5 oz. 
1.0 oz. 

Case 1 3/4 x 1 7/16 inches 
7/16 inches  thick 

Face 1 3/16 inc'.ies diameter 

Black background; luminous hour and nimitr rvv 
numerals at 3, 6, 9 and 12 are non-lunlnoir vn. 
luminous squares;  sweet> second hand. 

Üü; 



i. Bezel rln?,: I'onö 

J. Moisture indicator: Üone 

k. Stem arranfTtnent: 

1. Strap; 

to. Manufacturer's 
Instructions: 

Convantional; no external seal arraageuent: 
pull out to set. 

Soft, very slightly elastic plastic strap vilh. 
conventional buckle. 

"Your Seapearl 600 has been tested under water 
pressure equivalent to 60 feet of water - - - . 
Provided you conply with instructions - - -, 
we aasunie full responsibility for any nechanical 
defects which might develop during the period öf 
one year." 

"Because of the special ultrasonic treatment which 
this watch has undergone, it is not necessary to 
clean or oil it for a period of 3 years." 

"If Seapearl 600 is to be used for diving, it is 
essential that stem, crown and crystal are re- 
placed once a year at nominal charne." 

2.2 Contract Specification 

2.2.1 For purposes of comparison and in order to describe the qualities 
desired in a standard U.S. Navy submersible wrist watch, pertinent paragrap'.u 
from BuShips Contract Specification SHIPS-¥-23.81 of 5 December 1955 are quorxa 
as follows: 

(1) WatertijSJvtnesg 

"3.6.1 Rcquiroinents, Car.e, General. 

 The case and crystal assenbly r.hall be scaled and sufficiently 
rigid to withstand a hydrostatic pressure of 175 pound'; per square 
inch (gage) with no leakage and no deformation which might inter- 
fere with the proper functioning of the movement. A moisture vapor 
sensitive test will be used to detect leakage. - - . 

"3.9 Requirerr.ents, Moisture Indicator. 

A inoistura indicator shall be securely fastened to the din! in a 
visible location.  The free rotation of the hands shall not ht 
affected when the Indicator is in place. . 

-4- 



"A. 3. 6 T nsp? c t -on ' Vatertic'.' 11 Test. 

Each watch shell ba thoroughly dried and sealed at atmospheric pres^uro 
with its roisture indicator distinctly showir. .» a deep blue T-ort-cr. and 
a pink portion. The ambient temperature during this test si.all cc 
75° F t 1O3F. Each watch shall then be placed in the pressure vessel 
in anv position and surrounded with water at a pressure of 175 pounds 
per square inch (gage) t 5 psi fcr 1 hour 1 5 minutes. The watch 
shall then be removed from the pressure vessel and allowed to sit in 
the open air for 2 hours - 10 minutes. It shall then be visually 
examined for any evidence of water penetration. Any watch whose 
moisture indicator is no longer clearly divided into a blue portion 
and a pink portion shall be rejected. 

"6.1 Notes, General material. 

A watch which is impervious to the entrance of water vapor for 
periods of many months is highly desirable." 

(2) Visibility in dark 

"3.7.1 Requirements, Dials and Hands, General 

Readability of this watch is of primary importance. It shall be 
able to be read in total darkness. Gare shall be taken to ensure-
that all markings are sharp edoed, clean and readily distinguishable 
from other remote and adjacent marks. 

"3.7.4 Requirements, Dials and Hands. 

The three hands shall be distinctly different from each other and 
shall clearly stand out from the dial background when viewed in either 
natural daylight conditions or in total darkness." 

(3) Outer, rotalable ring 

"3.6.6 Requirements, Cnse, Rotatable Rinp,. 

The watch shall be equipped with a rotatable ring in the location 
normally occupied by the bezel. - - In use, the ring will be rotated 
to line up the index mark with one of the hands. - - Tae ring 
shall be designed to be rotated and set by hand without tools and 
shall be protected against unintentional movement caused by abrasion, 
shock and vibration." 

3. PROCEDURE AND RESULTS . 

3.1 Depth Runs 

3.1.1 Watertightness and depth runs on the watches were conducted as described 
in Evaluation Reports 5-58 and 7-58, suspending the watch in a beaker 

-5-
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of rater in i rocor "rcii-.-lon chswrbcir, firs; in a vertical and then in a 
horizontal position, during the 392 foot r;ins and then wearing the watch 
during numerous working dives to random depths. Indication of leakage, 
either bv indicator color changes or accumulation oz moisture on the face, 
was carefully observed. 

3.1.2 The three watches tested are fully identified in part 2. They all 
ran satisfactorily both before and after the tests. None o£ the three 
watches showed droplets or moisture after the tests. However, the Blanr.n.--tin 
which is the or.lv one of the three which has a color indicator, indicated 
moisture after the tests. The Rolex by mid-July, as this report is written, 
and approximately two months after formal testing was completed, is beginning 
to be foggy inside the crystal. The watch has been worn during numerous 
working dives over the intervening period. The color indicator in the 
Blancpain which has also been worn dialy, is (by mid-July) completely changed, 
being indistinguishable from the control color, however, there is no fogging 
in the case. 

3.1.3 The water temperature in the beakers in which the watches were tested 
was maintained at approximately 75°F. 

3.1.A The results of the test of each watch, presented chronologically is 
as follows: 

(1) Rolex 

17 March 1958 
through 22 
April 1958 

Made 65 test working dives 
of from 68 ft. to 200 ft. 
Total time in water 53 hours. 

Watch still running 
and shows very slight 
fogging by 22 April. 

22 April 1958 Test run 1': 1. Vertical, 1 
hour at 392 ft. 

No additional moisture 
evident, No bubbles 
during ascent. 
Watch running. 

23 April 1958 Test run #2. Horizontal, 
face down. 1 hour at 
392 ft. 

No additional moisture 
evident. No bubbles 
during ascent. 
Watch running. 

28 April 1958 Made river run in 18 ft. 
of water. Working watch 
in and out of sand and mud. 

Watch running. 
Bezel ring too hard 
to turn. 

U July 1958 Runs after 28 April not 
logged but at least two per 
week to 200 ft. were 
performed. 

Excessive fogging 
on undersid of 
crystal. Watch 
still running 
accurately. 
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17 March 1958 
through 22 
April 1953 

Mads 65 test working dives 
of from 63 ft. to 200 ft. 
Total tine in '.cater 53 hours 

22 April 1953 Test run #1. Vertical, 
1 hour at 392 ft. 

23 Aoril 1958 Test run #2. Horizontal, 
face down. 1 hour at 
392 ft. 

28 April 1958 Made river run in 18 ft. 
of water. Working watch in 
and out of sand and mid. 

14 July 1958 Runs after 28 April not 
logged but at least two per 
week to 200 ft. were made. 

(3) Euicar 

29 May 1958 
through 30 
June 1958 

Made 19 test working dives 
from 90 ft. to 200 ft. 
Total time of watch in 
water 11 hours. 

3 June 1958 

4 June 1958 

Test run if 1, vertical, 
1 hour at 392 ft. 

Test run #2. Horizontal, 
face down, 1 hour at 392 ft. 

14 July 1958 Runs after 4 June not 
logged but at least two 
per week have made to 
200 ft. 

Watch still ruiinin̂ . 
Moisture colcr 
indicator shows s: i'v. 
color change c-.t laf.e 
part of tests. 

No moisture evident. 
No bubbles during 
ascent. Watch running 
Slight additional 
color change. 

No moisture evident. 
No bubbles during 
ascent. Watch running 
Medium color change. 

Watch running. Bezel 
ring easy to turn. 
Medium color change. 
No moisture evident. 

Indicator has 
completely changed 
color, but no moistur 
is evident. Watch 
still running 
accurately. 

Wa tch sti. 11 runninp. 
No bubbles observed 
on any dives. Nn 
evidence or moisuau. 

No bubbles during 
ascent. Watch running 

No bubbles during 
ascent. Match running 
no fog. No evidence 
of moisture. 

No moisture evident. 
Watch still running, 
accurately. 



3.2 Luminosity Tests 

3.2.1 Luminosity tests of the three watch as were pe r forir-jd as described in 
Evaluation Report 5-5c using the snite three subjects for each wctc'i. The mcr 
were placed in a conpletely darkened recompression chamber (dry) and then in 
a completely darkened tank ar.d instructed to observe the readability of the 
watches' hands, face ana bezel ring. 

3.2.2 Results of the luminosity tests are as follows: 

(1) Rolex 

Both in and out of water, the watch could be fully read including second 
hand and bezel ring at about 12 inches from the eyes. The watch could be read 
sufficiently well to tell tine at 18 inches from the eyes, however, at this 
distance the second hand could not be read. 

(2) Blancpain 

Same comments as Rolex. 

(3) Enicar 

In a dry chamber, the watch could be fully read, including the second 
hand (there is no bezel ring), at 18 inches from the eye. Underwater, the 
watch could be fully read at 8 inches, including second hand. 

3.3 Bezel Hint: Adjustment 

3.3.1 Working dives in mud. sand and silt were performed, similar to those 
described in Evaluation Report 5-58, in ordtr to check the tendency of the 
bezel ring to jam and to test the ability of the swimmer to adjust the ring 
underwater. Rubber swimmers gloves were worn. 

3.3.2 Results of the tests of the bezel ring were as follows: 

(1) Rolex 

In sand and mud, the ring became jammed far more quickly than the 
other watches (Bulova or Blancpain). The beveled edge of the bezel ring 
makes it difficult to grip and turn the ring even in clear, fresh water 
without gloves. In an operational condition with gloves on and cold fingers, 
the ring can not be rotated at all. 

(2) Blancpain 

There was no tendency for the ring to jam. The sharp, knurled c<?<\e 
of the ring makes it the easiest of the three watches (Bulova and Rolex) to 
turn. 

(3) Enicar 

This watch does not have a rotatable bezel ring. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

4 • 1 Tvat e rtigh tn,o 53 

4.1.1 Of the thrae watches tested in this report, the Enicar and Blancpain 
appear to be watertight. This bears out unofficial reports from the field 
and observations of ED'J personnel while on field trips. The Blancpain, in 
which the color indicator has completely changed, still runs accurately and 
shows absolutely no evidence of moisture on the face or underside of the 
crystal. This change in color in the indicator over a long period of tine 
seems to be a general characteristic of all such moisture indicators (as in 
the Bulova watch and in the o^s°lescent USN submersible wrist watch, FSM 
G6645-243-9181) and since neither the Rolex nor Enicar have an indicator, 
the Blancpain is not marked dov/n by virtue of it. So far as this test is 
concerned there appears no preference between Enicar and Blancpain and in 
turn, they both compare with the Bulova. 

4.1.2 The Rolex tested, though still running accurately, is quite fogged 
on the underside of the crystal and is somewhat difficult to read. There are 
no significant droplets on the face or crystal and the watch is certainly not 
fluuded. The fact that the watch still runs is not indicative of water-
proofness as borne out by the fact that several of the Bulova watches, during 
the initial tests, complet -ly flooded but continued to run. This excessive-
fogging on the underside of the crystal is similar to that noted on other 
Rolex watches in the field. 

4.2 Luminosity 

4.2.1 All three of the watches appear to be equally satisfactory so far as 
luminosity is concerned and they all compare favorably with the Bulova 
which, except for the second hand, may be very slightlv more luminous. The 
Enicar's face is rather gaudy and strange looking with such large areas of 
luminous material but it is quite readable. The Enicar's somewhat wider 
second hand is significant in that it is the. only second hand which is readily 
readable. Recommendation 5.2 of Evaluation Report 5-53 recommended that the 
Bulova's"second hand be made slightly wider to improve its readability in 
darkness." The Enicar'c second hand demonstrates this recommendation. 

4.3 Bezel Ring 

4.3.1 The Blancpain's bezel ring turned at least as easily and perhaps slightly 
easier than the Bulova. Both the Blancpain and Bulova arc considered 
satisfactory In this respect and neither of then has 3 tendency to jam. 
The Kolex's bezel ring is tapered outward and the knurls are not sharp and 
consequently it is difficult to grip and turn out of the water with bare 
hands and nearly impossible to adjust underwater with or without gloves. In 
this respect, the Bulova is not considered satisfactory. 

4.3.2 The Enicar watch, as previously noted does not have a rotatable ring. 



4.4 Strap / 
/ 

4.4.1 In  the  discussion of  the Bxilova watch  in Evaluation Report  5-5S, 
paragraohs  4.4.2 and 5.2.3,  it '.'as noted  that  the stra?'was not  considered 
adequate.     The strap on the Rolex watch  is  an expensive,  expandable metal 
strap with a  folding clip-type snap.     The hand hein^ metal no doubt  adds  to  the 
magnetic  signature  problem and also  to  the weighty' The snap  is quite prone 
to opening.     There w?.s general agreement   that  su^n a fancy strap was not 
needed;  in fact it is quite undesirable.     The t^etai band and strap also might 
pinch a rubber suit.    There is no justification for the added cost   (ten  to 
fifteen dollars)  of this strap and field activities purchasing the Rolex 
would do well  to specify a simple n/lon or plastic strap.    It  is understood 
that coiamercial, non-watertight Rolex watches come with this metal strap 
optional. 

4.4.2 The Blancpain's strap is a single nylon band with conventional buckle, 
the band passing beneath the case.     It is  this type strap which was  Intended 
In the recommendation in paragraph 5.2.3 of Evaluation Report  5-58.     The 
Enlcar's strap is a soft plastic, slightly elastic  (in two pieces) with 
conventional buckle.    This strap  too is  satisfactory though should be  longer 
to permit use  over an exposure suit.     The  blancpain type  is preferred  to 
all four types considered. 

4.5 General 

4.5.1 The comments of paragraph 4.4..3 and  4.4.4 of Evaluation Report  5-38 
concerning  the  location of  the stem und  the  ability to v.-inl or .set  the watch', s 
underwater,   apply equally well to the Rolex, Blancpain and Enicar watches. 

4.5.2 A comparison of the coct of the three watches here under evalurL: on 
($90.00, $55.50 and $25.00) is significant. Even deducting, as a tnaximuia, 
$15,00  for  the Rolex's expandable strap  and  consider^ig  its poor  showing 
on watertightness and its  rotatahle ring,   it would anpear, within the range 
of  this evaluation,   that  the Blancpain  is  a better buy  for a watch which 
includes  a rotatable outer ring.     For uses where  the rotatable outer ring is 
not a necessity,   Lhe very  much cheaper  Enicar,  at   ^25.00 is by  far the  best 
buy.     At  $25.00 per watch,   the  forces  in  the  field could well uäe  the  WÄtchttö 
a year and discard them,  since it is understood that the cost of repair  (at 
Norfolk Naval Shipyard) of existing types  is above $25.00, not Including 
supply and other administrative hidden charges.    A cost figure for the Bulova 
watch is not as yet available. 

4.5.3 From a subjective standpoint,  the diver subjects were as one in com- 
plaining of   the Rolex's strap.    They further considered  it too heavy, 
rreferonce '..-as about equally divided between Blancpain and Enicar until 
subjects were  appraised of  the cost,  after which all subjects- indicated 
preference  for  the Enicar. 

4.5.4 A subjective  coninent, worthy of note  is  the  general objection  to   the 
Rolex and  Enicar on  accoont of their shiny  finish.     Subjects  felt  that   those 
watch car.es,   if worn in tropical waters,  might attract  fish,   in parLicl-:» 
shores and barracuda.     In   this respect  the  Blancpain, with a dull ca;v   (<•; 
on  Liu   bulovtt)   is  preferred. 
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co"CLU3ic:;3 

5.1 Conclusions 

5.1.1 It is concluded that  the Rolex watch is not, by comparison with other 
watches  available,  a f»ood buy.     It  is not  sufficiently waterproof,  its 
rotatable ring is not easily rotatable and the cost, even excluding the strap, 
is significantly higher. 

5.1.2 It is  concluded that both the Blancpain and the Enlcar watches  are 
satisfactory subnersible wrist vatches  for interin use.     If a rotatable 
ring is  required,   the Blancpain is called for.     If the rotatable ring  is not 
required, either watch is satisfactory,  the Enicar being cheaper.     Considering 
the objection to the Enicar's shiny case,   the Blancpain Is concluded  to be 
preferable.     Perhaps, however,  the Enicar could be procured in a dull case. 

5.1.3 It is concluded that  the single band, nylon strap with conventional 
buckle as on  the Blancpain is rr.ost desirable.    The expensive, expandable netal 
strap with folding catch as on the Rolex is definitely not desirable. 

5.2 Recoinr^ndatiorts 

5.2.1 It  is  recoimnanded that  BuShips Notice  10510.3 of-4 Decenber  1957 be 
modified  to  delete  the Rolex Submariner,  1'odel 6538.     If  this recomendatica 
is not   acceptable  to  the Bureau,  at  least  the  forces in  the  field  should be 
instructed  to purchase the watch without   the expandable band. 

5.2.2 It  is  rccoirmended  that BuShips Notice 10510.3 be modified  to add  the 
Enlrar watch,  noting  that it should be purchased  for uses where  the  rotatable 
ring is not a necessity.     It  this recommendation is accepted,  it is  further 
recommended that the manufacturer be requested to furnish the watch in a dull 
case. 

5.2.3 It  in  recom-nendad that  BuShips Notice 10510.3 indicate that the  Enicar 
and the Rolex  (if   it  is retained on  the  acceptable list)  have bright  cases 
and should not be used in tropical waters where bltinp, fish abide. 

5.2.^    It is recommended that the standard U.S. Navy submersible wrist watch 
have a wider second hand, similar to that on the Enicar, bearing out recommendation 
5.2.2 of Evaluation Report 5-58. 

5.2.5    It is recommended that a watch strap as  found on  the Blancpain be 
accepted as standard on the U.S. Navy submersible wrist watch, bearing out 
recommendation 5.2.3 of Evaluation Report 5-58. 
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5.     C0MCLU3IC:t'3 

5.1 Coriclusions 

5.1.1 It  is  concluded that the Rolex vatch is not, by comparison v/ith other 
waLches available,  a good buy.     It  is not  sufficiently waterproof,   its 
rotataüle  ring  is not easily rotatable and  the cost, even excluding the  strap, 
is significantly higher. 

5.1.2 It is  concluded that both the Blancpain and the Enlcar watches  are 
satisfactory submersible wrist watches  for interia use.    If a rotatable 
ring is required,   the Blancpain is called for.     If the rotatable ring is not 
required,  cither watch is satisfactory,  the Enicar being cheaper.     Considering 
the objection to the Enicar's shiny case,  the Blancpain is concluded to be 
preferable.     Perhaps, however,  the Enicar could be procured in a dull case. 

5.1.3 It  is  concluded that the single band, nylon strap with conventional 
buckle as on  the Blancpain is most desirable.    The expensive, expandable metal 
strap with folding catch as on the Rolex is definitely not desirable. 

5.2 Recoirmfndatlons 

5.2.1 It  is  recommended that BuShips Notice 10510.3 of-4 December 1957 be 
modified  to  delete  the Rolex Submariner,  Model 6538.     If this recommendaticn 
is not  acceptable  to  the Bureau,  at  least  the  forces in the  field should be 
instructed  to purchase the watch without  the expandable band. 

5.2.2 It  is  recommended  that BuShips Notice  10510.3 be modified to add  the 
Enir.ar watch,  noting  that it should be purchased  for uses where the rotatable 
ring Js not  a neces&lty.     It  this recommendation is accepted,  It is further 
recommended  that  the manufacturer be requested to furnish the watch in a dull 
case. 

5.2.3 It   ir;  recommended that BuShips Notice 10510.3 indicate that the Fnlcar 
nnd the Uolex   (If  it  is  retained on  the  acceptable  list) have bright  cases 
jind should not be used in tropical waters where biting fish abide. 

5.2.4 It is recora.nended that the standard U.S. Navy submersible wrist watch 
have a wider second hand, similar to that on  the Enicar, bearing out recommendation 
5.2.2 of Evaluation Report 5-58. 

5.2.5 It  Is  recommended that a watch strap as found on the Blancpain be 
accepted as  standard on the U.S. Navy submersible wrist watch, bearing out 
recommendation 5.2.3 of Evaluation Report  5-58. 
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APPENDIX "A" BU5i;I?S 10J10.3 
Sr r ' .? 
4 Dec -.'Tibor 1937 

BUSIITPS INSTRUCTION 1 g510_._3 

From: Chief, Bureau of Ships 
To: Distribution List 

Subj: Procurement of Interim Submersible Wrist Watch 

Ref: (a) BUSHIPS INSTRUCTION 10510.2A of 26 April 1957 on repiar of Submersible 
Wrist Watches 

1. Purpose. The purpose of this instruction is to promulgate instructions 
for local procurement of an interim Submersible Wrist Watch as a replacement 
for wrist watch, Federal Stock G6645-243-9181. 

2. Background. 

a. The existing submersible wrist watch, FSN G6645-243-9181 is an obsolescent-
item which is being removed from the Navy Stock List of General Stores. The 
Military replacement for this watch is undergoing evaluation but is not 
expected to be available in the Navy Supply System until calendar 1959. 

b. To meet interim requirements for a submersible watch, the Bureau o; Ship.-; 
has evaluated several commercial models. o," those evaluated, onlv tl iti folj owlni> 
watches, which passed most of the major test requirements of the submersibl c-
wrist watch draft specification, are considered acceptable for interim use: 

Make: Blancpain Fifty Fathom Rolex Submarine, Model 6538 
Distributor: Allen V. Tornek Company American Rolex Watch Corp. 

75 West 45th Street 580 Fifth Avenue 
New York 36, New York New York 36, New York 

Price to U.S. 
Gov't. Activities: $55.50 $90.00 

c. While the above watches are the only knov.n acceptable substitutes 
tested to date, other satisfactory commercial models which may come to the 
attention of the Bureau will be included in revisions to this instruction. 

3. Policy. 

a. Until a satisfactory submersible wrist watch is available in t'-: Navy 
Supply System, using activities having a requirement for submersible 
which cannot be met by repair of existing watches in accordance with refrrvpce 
(a), are authorized to make local pre duramen t of the commercial subi.vvsiblc. 
watches noted above, in the quantity required for immediate operations. 

b. Stocking of commercial watches or repair parts for them is not ai: fi-

o. Commercial submersible watches uay be repaired b the o:''s.i v n. 
or by the Norfolk and Long Beach ""aval Shipyard. 

-
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d.     Addresses  are  requested to recorurend  to  the Bureau of  fhips any  other 
corjiercial watch which appears to be a satisfactov"  interim substitute  for  thi 
existing item. 

4.    Effective date.     This instruction is effective upon receipt. 

Isl W. A. BROCKETT 
W. A. BROCKETT 
By direction 

* T'lNDIX "A* 
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ATPEITDIX "B" 

INSTKl'CTIO:? SHEET 

BLANCrAIN FIFTY FATHOMS AUTOMATIC MIL-gPEC 

This Killtary Specifications nodel of the BLANCPAIN FIFTY FATHOMS AUTOMATIC 
was designed to meet the most rigorous military requirements.    It is specially 
constructed to withstand water pressure to a depth of 600 feet. 

EXCLUSIVE SYNCHRONIZATION FEATURE 

An exclusive feature of  the BLAIICPAH FIFTY FATHOMS AUTOMATIC MIL-SPEC enables 
it to be stopped for exact second-by-second synchr nizatlon.    If you wish to 
synchronize the second hand exactly with a master clock, you can stop the hand 
merely by pulling out the winding crown.    The second hand will start instantly 
when the crown is pushed back to norral position. 

WAgglKG INDICATOR 

The BLANCPAIN FIFTY FATHOMS AUTOMATIC MIL-SPEC is  the only watch with a positive 
indication of permanent water-tight protection.    Note the pink and blue varnlng 
indicator on tha  face of  the dial.    As Ion;', as the blue area remains blue,  you 
can be sure no moisture or humidity has entered the watch.     If any moisture 
should enter the  case,  because of mistreatrcent or any defect in v?atcr-ti;:ht pro- 
tection,  the blue area will turn pink. 

WARNING 

To be sure of absolute water-tight protection,  this watch should not be opened 
except by an authorized BLANCPAIN watchmaker,  or by  the BLANCPAIN agency,   at 
75 West A5th St., New York 36, N.Y. 

Watch No.   1J>9_5 has been checked, tinned, and tested in water pressure equal 
to a depth of 450  feet,  at our testing laboratory at  the above address. 

All communications and inquiries should be directed to:  - 

ALLEN V. TORNEK CO. 
75 West 45th STREET 
NEW YORK 36, NEW YORK 

Telephone:  - Circle 6-2698 and 2699. 
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